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with a and fJ we find 

'lh: PH = '!Is ~ PS4 = '!Ia :PU' 

Aftel' substitution, and elimination of l, we find an equation of 
tM form 

Pn (al P14 + as Pu + aa P84)(n) = P13 (b t Pl4 + bs Pu + ba pu)(n), 

by which the exponent bet ween brackets reminds us that we must 
think here of a symbolical raising to a power. 

Ir in Pk4= Xk Y4 - X4 Yk we put the coordinate X4 equal to zero, 
we find for the intersection of the cone of the complex of Y on fJ 
the equation 

('!Ia lIJs - '!Is X8) (al Xl + as .'Vs + aa xa)(n) = (Va ''V1 - '!I1 ·'Va) (b1 ''V l + bs xs+ ba xa)(n), 

or shorter 

This proves anew, that the intersections of the cones of the complex 
form a net. 

Mathematics. - "On nets of algebraic plane C'lt1'Ves". By Prof. 
JAN DE VRIES. 

Ir a net of curves of order n is represented by an equation in 
homogeneous coordinates 

'!I1 a; + '!Is b; + '!Ia (J~ = 0 

to the curve indicated by a system of values Yl: y, : Ya is conjugated 
the point Y having Yl' y" Y8 as coordinates and reversely. 

A homogeneous linear relation between the parameters Yk then 
indicates a l'ight line as locus of Y, corresponding to a pencil com
prised in the net. 

To the Hessian, H, passing through the nodes of the curves belonging 
to the net, a curve (Y) corresponds of which the order is easy to 
determine. For, the pencil represented by an arbitrary right line ly 
has 3(n-i)' nodes. So for the order n" of(Y)wefindn"=3(n-i)'. 

Ir one of the curves of a pencil has a node in one of the base
points, it is equivalent to two of the 3 en-i)' curyes with node 
belonging to the penciI. Then the image ly touches the curve (Y) 
and reversely. 

Let us suppose that the net has h fixed points, then H passes 
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twice through each of those base-points; so it has with the netcUl've 

Cy indicated by a definite point Y yet (nn'- b) single points in 
common; here 12'=3 (n-1) l'epresents the order of H. The curve 

C'l having a node in D, determines with cy a pencIl l'epl'esented by 
a tangent of the curve (Y). Fl'om this ensues that the class of (Y) 
IS indicated by !t," = 312 (12-1) - 2b. c 

The genus g" of this eurve is also easy to find. As the points of 
(Y) are conjugated one to one to the points of H these CUl'yes have 
the same genus. So we have 

g" = i (n'-I) (n'-2) - b = t (3n-4) (3n-5) - b. 

We shall now seek the number of nodes and the numbel' of cusps 
of (Y). These numbers d" and ,," satisfy the l'elations 

! 

2 d" + 3 x" = n" (n" - 1) - k", 

d" + ,," = -! (n"-1)(n"-2)-g". 

From this ensues aftel' some reduction 

d" = -i(n-1) (n-2) (3n 2·-3n-ll) + b, 

,," = 12 (n -1) (n-2). 

The curve (Y) has nodes in the points YB which are images of 

the curves cB possessing a node in a base-point of the net. For, to 
each right line through a point YB a peneil corresponds, in which 

CB must be counted for two curves with node. 
Earh of the remaimng nodes of (Y) is the image of a curve ('n, 

possessing two nodes. 
So a net Nn contains 7 (n-1) (n-2)(3n2-3n-11) curves with 

two nodes. 
Ta a cusp of (Y) will cOl'l'espond a curve replacing in each pencil 

to which it belongs two curves with node. Aceording to a well
known property that curve itself must have a cusp. For a definite 
pencil its cusp is one of the base-points; this pencil has fol' image 
the tangent in the corresponding cusp of (Y). 

So a net Nn contains 12 (n-1) (12-2) curves with a cusp. 
The two properties proved here are generally indicated only for a 

net consisting of 1101ar curves of a cn+l • We have now found that 
they hold good for eV'ery net, independent of the appearance)of fixed 
points B. 

We ean now easily determine the class z of the envelope Z of 
the nodal tangents of the net. 

Through aU arbitrary point P of a right line l {lass z of these 
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tangents. H we add the second tangent in the corresponding node to 
each of these tangents, these new set of z tangents intersects the 
right line 1 in z points Pl. The coincidences of the correspondence 
(P,PI) are of two kinds. They may originate in the first place 
from cuspidal tangents, in the second place from the points ofinter
section of 1 with the curve H; each of these latter points of inter
section however is to be regarded as a double coincidence. Thus 
2z= 12 (n-1) (n-2) + 6 (n-1) = 6 (n-1) (2n-3). 

Tlte CUl've of ZEUTHEN is of class 3 (n-1)(2n-3). 
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(April 19, 1905). 

ER RAT A. 

line 13, for members read mem bel'. 

" 15, " 110t wanting l'ead wanting. 
" 24, " blewish read bluish. 


